
As the school year is winding down, and seniors are nearing the end of their high school 
career, The Forum wanted to ask seniors what their favorite trends were throughout their four 
years at Skyline High School.  

The Forum received many entries on some popular trends. The past two years, scrunchies 
have made a comeback from the nineties. Elle Uselman and Caroline Jenkins both agree that 
these cute hair accessories are a must have. Another popular accessory, according to Chloe 
Kluever, were Kendra Scott necklaces. The jewelry piece is simple and elegant. Kluever also 
mentioned comfys. Comfys were a great way to come to school this year in a blanket- type 
sweatshirt.  

A popular senior tradition in the past years for the ladies has been to dress up as their 
dads for Halloween. Elizabeth Assante and Katelyn Jancola both commented on how they loved 
this trend. Another popular thing amongst the class of 2020 was Tik Tok: a fun social media 
platform where students can make funny videos to music. Ellie Holliway informed The Forum 
about this trend.  

Bringing it back to freshman and sophomore year, students reminded the class of 2020 
about some crazes. Gargi Pradhan mentioned Pokemon Go: an app where Pokemon fans and the 
whole Sammamish Plateau got together in 2016 to find and “capture” Pokemon characters on 
their smartphones. Kyle Meyer hyped up the whip and nae nae dance. Along with that, Rachel 
Willson brought up the classic water bottle flip where one has to flip a water bottle and have it 
land right side up. Teachers must remember that trend- students could not stop flipping bottles in 
class! 

More fashion trends included black yoga pants, fuzzy socks, and birkenstocks, which 
completed the look. Zoe Czaja brought up this fun and cozy fashion statement. These trends 
would not be complete if Jack Randall did not mention Crocs. Crocs made a comeback during 
the past four years. Students love their colorful options and comfort during the seemingly long 
school day.  

Some students also informed The forum about some trends not having to do with fashion 
or activities, but things that brought Skyline together. Cole Fontenelle said that a trend was, 
“beating Eastlake and Issaquah [high school] in baseball”.  Skyline sports teams do a great job 
bringing the school together. Oscar Rockwell reminded The Forum of when there was a bird that 
lived in the upper commons for almost a month. That was a funny experience and “trend” that 
Skyline students will never forget.  

The last trend, and was a hard one, was the COVID19 outbreak, mentioned by Susheel 
Cheeti. Although this is not the best trend, it is apparent that this needed to be mentioned. 
Skyline can do this, and like principle Hennig says, “Skyline loves you”. That is the best trend of 
them all!  
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